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Read Daniel 9:1-19

1. What kinds of things do you pray about/for? 

2. In this passage of Daniel, we read that one of the first 
things that he did was confess. Assuming God already 
knows what we have done and are thinking, why do you 
think Daniel does this?  

3. Daniel confesses to doing wrong, rebelling, turning 
away, and not listening to God. In what ways do people 
create distance between themselves, their situations 
and God? How do you personally create that distance? 

4. Sometimes it can be very hard to come to grips with the 
truth that we have created some of our own hardship. In 
reading this passage, where do you think God stands 
when it comes to those situations we create that 
separate us from Him? 

5. Mercy is_________________________________. 

6. How do you think following God changes us? Do you 
think it’s about Him coming to us or us going to Him? 
Explain? 

7. Daniel displays a high level of humility and transparency 
in his prayer to God. Discuss how becoming humble 
and transparent before God tends to bring us face to 
face with the truth of our situation.  

8. Not everyone has experienced the benefits of humility 
and transparency. What are some benefits of this kind 
of living and how can they become more routine in our 
daily lives? Maybe more simply put, what keeps you 
humble? 

CURRENT SERIES: Culture Shift  

THEME: Faith to Pray for What Matters
 
INTRO: The life of Daniel didn’t just change 
the face of a generation, it changed the 
course of history. Daniel chose to follow God 
and God honored him along the way. We too 
can learn to follow God so boldly that we can 
see a culture shift. 

ICEBREAKER: When you were a child, were 
you rebellious or obedient? Share a couple 
of examples of how you were one or the 
other. 

Do you need some? We’d like to help.
When reading the Bible, try this:

1. Read the passage. 
2. Observe what the passage is talking about. 
3. Apply it to your life. 
4. Pray for God to help you apply this daily. 
5. Take some notes on what you’re learning.

FOCUS

Here are some simple ways to walk this
out in your daily life over the next week:

Humility and transparency help us to align 
our thoughts with God.  

Check out this 5-day Bible Reading Plan 
on that very topic! 
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Have questions about this study or about 
Forefront Church? You can contact 

info@forefront.org and our team will help you.
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